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Characterization - Wikipedia Characterization or characterisation is the representation of persons (or other beings or creatures) in narrative and dramatic works of art.
Characterization - definition of characterization by The ... characterization - acting the part of a character on stage; dramatically representing the character by speech
and action and gesture personation , portrayal , enactment acting , performing , playacting , playing - the performance of a part or role in a drama. Characterization |
Definition of Characterization by ... Characterization definition is - the act of characterizing; especially : the artistic representation (as in fiction or drama) of human
character or motives. How to use characterization in a sentence.

Characterisation - definition of characterisation by The ... characterization, delineation, depiction, word picture, word-painting, picture. description, verbal description
- a statement that represents something in words. epithet - descriptive word or phrase. portrait, portraiture, portrayal - a word picture of a person's appearance and
character. 2. Characterization Examples and Definition - Literary Devices Characterization is the act of creating and describing characters in literature.
Characterization includes both descriptions of a characterâ€™s physical attributes as well as the characterâ€™s personality. The way that characters act, think, and
speak also adds to their characterization. CHARACTER | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary character definition: 1. the particular combination of qualities
in a person or place that makes them different from others: 2. qualities that are interesting and unusual: 3. the quality of being determined and able to deal with
difficult situations: . Learn more.

Characterization dictionary definition | characterization ... The definition of characterization is the act of describing or creation of a character in a story or drama. An
example of characterization is development of the characteristics and mannerisms of Ritchie Valens by Lou Diamond Phillips in the movie La Bamba. character |
Definition of character in English by Oxford ... Definition of character - the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual, a person in a novel, play, or film, a
printed or written letter or sy. Author's Craft - Narrative Elements - Characterization Characterization is the way in which authors convey information about their
characters. Characterization can be direct, as when an author tells readers what a character is like (e.g. "George was cunning and greedy.") or indirect, as when an
author shows what a character is like by portraying his or her actions, speech, or thoughts (eg.

Defining Characterization - ReadWriteThink Characterization is the process by which the writer reveals the personality of a character. Characterization is revealed
through direct characterization and indirect characterization. Direct Characterization tells the audience what the personality of the character is.
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